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Plan of presentation
• Introduction
• Different ways of fibers characterization
• A point about the standardization process
• How does work an HVI
• An example of relation between fiber and       
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Cotton cycle* (1/3)
Seeds * From GOURLOT J.-P. et al 1999, 
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Bales Samples for quality controlOil
7Grouping / quality MarketingFlour, …
Cotton cycle (2/3)
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SCF, yarn imperfections







Cropping (IPM, fertilizers …)
Ginning
Commercial parameters







Grouping / quality Marketingour, …
Card
Drawing frame
Other fibers Maturity, Length,Length unif., pollutions
Average, and variability





Preparation to weaving Knitting
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ior matur ty
‘Micronaire’







• Flexion / flexibility
• ‘Curling’ / crimp
SpiralReversals
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Why do we measure length ?
Define what type of final product will be made 
out of the fibers 
length
Check the settings of ginning equipments
Define a commercial price of the fibers




pulling => commercial length
length
comb sorter => length diagrams (W, N)




with classical instruments :
Fibrograph => SL2 5% SL 50% UR%  . ,  , 
Almeter 101 => diagrams (W, N) 
=> ML CV% SFC
length




with classical instruments :
Fibrograph => SL2.5%, SL 50%, UR%
Almeter 101 => diagrams (W, N) 
=> ML, CV%, SFC
length
with High Volume Instrument (HVI)




with classical instruments :
Fibrograph => SL2.5%, SL 50%, UR%
Almeter 101 => diagrams (W N)    ,  
=> ML, CV%, SFC
with High Volume Instrument (HVI)
length
=> UHML, ML, UI%, SFI
with Advanced Fiber Information System 
(AFIS)
length (W, N)
=> ML, CV, UQL, SFC
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Fiber quality measurement


































Mean and variability parameters
Fiber quality measurement








































































Mean Length Upper Half ML



































SL 2.5 %SL 50 %
24UR% =   SL 50 % . 100SL 2.5 %
Fiber quality measurement
Length parameters 
SL 2.5 ~ UHML ~ Pulling
22 – 40 mm
SL 50 % <>     ML
10 – 18 mm 18 – 30 mm
UR % <> UI %
38 – 50 % 78 – 85 %
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Fiber quality measurement
Why do we measure Fineness and 
Maturity ?
i t Predict the number of fibers per yarn cross-
section 
per me er
=> yarn strength and eveness






using microscope on longitudinal fibers












Fibronaire => Micronaire  
with Fineness Maturity Tester (FMT)
perimeter
    






Fibronaire => Micronaire  
with Fineness Maturity Tester (FMT)
IM, MR, PM%, H, HS
perimeter







ith Fi M t it T t (FMT)w  neness a ur y es er
IM, MR, PM%, H, HS
with High Volume Instrument (HVI)
perimeter
Micronaire
i h Ad d Fib I f i
wall thickness
w t  vance  er n ormat on 
System (AFIS)





IM : micronaire [2, 7]
MR : Maturity Ratio [0, 1.2]
PM% : Percent Mature fibers [0, 100]
perimeter
H : Linear Fineness (mtex) [120, 350]
Hs : Standard Fineness (mtex) [120 400]wall thickness      , 
Hs =   H (tex = grams/1000 m)
MR 
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=> Some combinaisons of MR and H 
d t l IM f
33
correspon  o c ose  or very 
different fibres
Micronaire, maturity and fineness





MR = 0.67 









Relation between IM, MR and Hs
1 2
















0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5 6.0 6.5 7.0
MR² =(3.86 x IM² + 18.16 x IM + 13) / Hs         PM = (MR - 0.2) x (1.565 - 0.471 x MR) x 100
Relation between IM, MR and Hs
1 2
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Relation between IM, MR and Hs
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lower MR and lower IM
IM
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Fiber quality measurement
Why do we measure color and trash ?
• To identify bales having homogeneous 
characteristics and group them per lot
• To avoid variations in color in raw and dyed 
fabrics



























1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
1 7 7 7 6 6 6 7 7
2 7 7 6 6 6 6 7 6
3 7 7 6 7 5 4 7 6
4 7 7 4 5 4 3 6 6
5 7 6 3 2 0 2 5 5
6 7 6 3 1 0 4 5 5
42Binarisation and threshold applied …
7 7 7 4 2 6 6 7 7
Fiber quality measurement
Trashmeter image 















1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 1
2
3
Trash count Trash area Leaf Leaf grade
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Fiber quality measurement
Why do we measure strength ?
• To define what product can be made from 
these fibers
• To define a commercial price





Stelometer : T1 (cN/tex) and elongation E1 (%)       
with High Volume Instrument (HVI)    
Strength (cN/tex) and elongation Elong (%)
with devices measuring individual fibers
Breaking force and elongation
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Fibrogram curve
100 % of fibers





                  
























Fibrogram curve after a break
100 % of fibers
80 Strength (g/tex) =      Force x K          























Caractérisation de la fibre
Les principales caractéristiques de fibre peuvent être
établies soit manuellement, soit sur appareils
classiques ou soit sur chaînes HVI.
Seules les chaînes HVI :
permettent des mesures instrumentales,
automatisées, rapides et intégrées des critères
commerciaux,
et autorisent un classement balle à balle sur
l ’ bl d itè
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ensem e e ces cr res
Fibre quality per spinning method
Rank  Ring spinning Open end Air-jet
1 L th St th L theng reng eng
2 Strength Fineness Trash
3 Fineness Length Fineness








(Thi di l d t tit t t f d ti f thi i t
50
s sp ay oes no  cons u e any ype o  recommen a on or s equ pmen , 
picture from an advertisement from Uster Technologies)




Actual major manufacturers of so-call HVI 
i t ( l h b ti d )equ pmen s a p a e c or er  
- Lintronics (Israel)
- Premier (India)
- Schaffner Technologies (USA)  
- Zellweger Uster (USA)
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Fiber quality measurement






































Total = 883 HVI
Australia
1.6%
C t S th
Middle East
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Transactions   




HVI Calibration Cotton ; 1995/1998
Transactions, USA. - ICCS restricted for 
research ;
- HVI Calibration Cotton    
Transactions, world.Time
56






IM (+/ ) 0 1 unit-  .  
Length (+/-) 0.02 inch 
(+/-) 0 51 mm .  
Length uniformity (+/-) 1.5 %
Strength (+/-) 1 5 cN/tex .  
Rd % (+/-)  1 %
+b (+/-) 0 5   .
Trash (+/-)  0.1 %
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From Sasser, 1992.
Reference cotton use in the world: 1991
Who No HVI Consumption 
HVICC   Ratio ICCS Ratio
kg kg/HVI kg kg/HVI 
USDA 212 19214 91 3023 14.2
USA 
except USDA   91 828 9 49 0.5
Outside
USA 318 192 0.6 1.8 0.004
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Total 621
Reference cotton use in the world: 1994
Who No HVI Consumption 
HVICC   Ratio ICCS Ratio
kg kg/HVI kg kg/HVI 
USDA x 14145 ? 6803 ?
-21% +125%
USA 
except USDA  x 766 ? 127 ?
- 7% +159%
Outside





Existing reference cottons after 1998
ICCS ICCS Mik l HVICC e on y 
* Stelometer HVI HVI  
* Carded cotton Raw cotton Raw cotton
* 3 types 6 types 2* 2 types
* Measurement of
T1 Mike Length (UHM) 
E1 UI%
(1 type with SL%) Strength
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ICCS Mike only standards
6 - International normalisation
of the measurements
Length of ICCS standards















































2356 Cottons from different origins
Upper Half Mean Length Histogram

















15 19 23 27 31 35 39 43
Strength in g/tex
St Maxi HVICC/St Mini HVICC Tested cottons
20 25 30 35 40
Upper Half Mean Length in mm
Length Maxi HVICC/Length Mini HVICC Tested cottons
Existing reference cottons after 1998
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Existing reference cottons after 1998
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HVI modules calibration : IM




































2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5 5.5
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Theorical values
About reference values establishement
Question : is there any drift in the establishment of 
Calibration Cotton reference data ?
• A set of calibration cotton = at least 2 cottons 
• These can also be analyzed as samples
Calibration Samples Issue/Date
Set 1 Set 1, 2, 3, … 1
Set 2 Set 1 2 3 2  , , , …
Set 3 Set 1, 2, 3, … 3







Slope 0.48 cN/tex / year





102 Slope 0.68 cN/tex / year
98
Slope 0.11 cN/tex / year
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1981 1983 1985 1987 1989 1991 1993 1995 1997
Drift and other troubles
Observed Drift
Consumption in 1991
•   





=> Differential in reading levels 






RS 20 tex  r = 0,96
OE 20 tex  r = 0,96
RS 27 t 0 97






  ex  r = ,
OE 27 tex  r = 0,98
RS 37 tex  r = 0,97
OE 37 tex  r = 0,98=> Use / consume reference materials !!!!
HVICC ICCS
USDA USA (not USDA) Other
versus fiber 
quality 300
6720 25 30 35 40 45 50
HVI strength (cN/tex)
100
Economical incidence of quality 
on fiber exchange price   
1 9 9 3   
68
Evolution of premium/discounts for HVI 
strength over 5 years ( P SASSER EFS 1995)     .   
400
300
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Estimated mass
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76
Displacement (Step)Elongation
Fibrogram curve after a break
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Length
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82Original drawing : Gourlot 12/97
Possible effects of fiber properties
(example on strength)  
• 1-Sensor linearity
Light sensor • 2-Shape factor
– micronaire
– scouring / swelling
• 3-Maturity and fineness
Light emission
   
distributions
• 4-Color
Attention: the mass of 
b k fib i i d
• 5-Length distribution
• 6-Ambiant conditionsro en ers s est mate






Should be at any time:    
• 21 °C +/- 1 °C




Hypothesis : ambiant conditions should be 
t bl d th t t d fib
BrushOptical sensor
s a e aroun  e es e  ers
• Use of temperature and relative humidity 
Sensor
probes






































































































Results and conclusions : air succion ON
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0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 100
Humidité relative de l'air (%)Relative humidity in the air (%)
Strength stability : HVICC bale 27985      







23 Accepted range after calibration
21






Strength stability : HVICC bale 28484      




cN/tex   
32
Accepted range after calibration
30
31





Other possible bias in HVI measurement
Mass of this deposit = 0.0175 g
91




Pi ki t h i
Seed cotton preparation
Gi i t h i (R/S)row ng con ons
(fertilizer, insects)
c ng ec n que
Farm size











Nb tests / sample
    
Number of bales / lot
Method of sampling
Confidence Intervals (research samples in 
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Nb measures / sample
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yarn versus fiber quality
Coton A Coton B






































yarn versus fiber quality





500   
Coton A OE




100 Breaking force = 11.38 x Tex - 62.20





yarn versus fiber quality






600 Coton B OE





100 Breaking force = 14,75 x Tex - 78.92





yarn versus fiber quality








400 Breaking force = 17,27 x Tex - 39,14
100
200
Breaking force = 14,45 x Tex - 79,07





yarn versus fiber quality
Eveness tester UT3 : thick places (RS) 
1800












yarn versus fiber quality
Eveness tester UT3 : thin places (RS) 
1200













yarn versus fiber quality














yarn versus fiber quality













. o on 





yarn versus fiber quality
















versus fiber quality   
Breaking force (cN)
900
RS 20 tex  r = 0,96
OE 20 tex  r = 0,96
RS 27 t 0 97
700
  ex  r = ,
OE 27 tex  r = 0,98
RS 37 tex  r = 0,97
500
OE 37 tex  r = 0,98
300
20 25 30 35 40 45 50
100
105HVI strength (cN/tex)
Effect of fibre parameters on yarn 
resistance
• 191 cottons from various origins
• Fibre analysis + spnning RS 20tex
T Fil 0 44 T HVI 0 0016 H 2 58 MR 0 33 UI 27 03en  = .  en  - .   + .   + .   - .
R² = 0.76 ***
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Fibre strength and UI vs yarn 
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HVI strength (g/tex, HVICC)
Fibre strength and UI vs yarn 


















24 26 28 30 32 34
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HVI strength (g/tex, HVICC)
Fibre strength and MR
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HVI strength (g/tex, HVICC)
Fibre strength and MR
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HVI strength (g/tex, HVICC)
Fibre strength and H















24 26 28 30 32 34
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HVI strength (g/tex, HVICC)
Fibre strength and H


















24 26 28 30 32 34
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HVI strength (g/tex, HVICC)
Fibres characteristics 




















































HVI strength (g/tex, HVICC)
Fibres characteristics 
vs yarn eveness RS 20 tex     
• 30 cottons
• Fibres characterization
• Spinning OE 20, 27 and 37 tex 
• Spinning RS 20, 27 and 37 tex
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Correlations coefficients between fibres 
characteristics and OE yarn eveness    
ML UHML UI ST EL 
Thin pl. (FIN)          20 tex -0.55 -0.58 -0.33 -0.62 -0.43 
Thick pl. (GRO)         ‘’ -0.34 -0.37 -0.12 -0.34 -0.20 
Neps (NEP) ‘’ -0.25 -0.28 -0.10 -0.26 -0.22                   
CV evenness (CVR)   ‘’ -0.62 -0.63 -0.48 -0.60 -0.49 
Hairiness (PIL)           ‘’ -0.63 -0.61 -0.60 -0.55 -0.59 
FIN 27 tex 0 54 0 57 0 33 0 52 0 41                             - . - .  - . - . - .
GRO                            ‘’ -0.32 -0.35 -0.12 -0.29 -0.25 
NEP                             ‘’ -0.29 -0.32 -0.10 -0.28 -0.27 
CVR                             ‘’ -0.39 -0.40 -0.27 -0.27 -0.34
PIL                               ‘’ -0.57 -0.56 -0.52 -0.52 -0.41 
FIN                            37 tex -0.43 -0.44 -0.32 -0.34 -0.30
GRO                            ‘’ -0.39 -0.41 -0.23 -0.28 -0.34 
NEP                             ‘’ -0.25 -0.29 -0.03 -0.21 -0.17 
CVR ‘’ -0.29 -0.28 -0.29 -0.21 -0.26
115
                              
PIL                               ‘’ -0.65 -0.64 -0.59 -0.49 -0.62 
 
Correlations coefficients between fibres 
characteristics and RS yarn eveness    
 ML UHML UI ST EL 
Thin pl. (FIN)          20 tex -0.75 -0.70 -0.86 -0.68 -0.71
Thick pl. (GRO)         ‘’ -0.85 -0.81 -0.87 -0.78 -0.81 
Neps (NEP)                 ‘’ -0.60 -0.61 -0.42 -0.51 -0.60
CV evenness (CVR)   ‘’ -0.89 -0.86 -0.89 -0.82 -0.83 
Hairiness (PIL)          ‘’ -0.72 -0.66 -0.86 -0.64 -0.73 
FIN 27 tex 0 71 0 66 0 85 0 64 0 67                             - . - .  - . - . - .
GRO                            ‘’ -0.82 -0.80 -0.79 -0.75 -0.79 
NEP                             ‘’ -0.49 -0.53 -0.24 -0.41 -0.48 
CVR ‘’ 0 90 0 87 0 90 0 84 0 85                             - . - .  - . - . - .
PIL                               ‘’ -0.68 -0.62 -0.84 -0.64 -0.72 
FIN                            37 tex -0.66 -0.60 -0.82 -0.58 -0.60
GRO                            ‘’ -0.81 -0.79 -0.74 -0.73 -0.75 
NEP                             ‘’ -0.47 -0.51 -0.20 -0.40 -0.43 
CVR ‘’ -0 90 -0 86 -0 90 -0 83 -0 84
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                             . .  . . .
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HVI cotton fiber measurements may be used to :
• Commercialy characterize cotton fibers properties    
– standardization ongoing for all measured parameters
– future evolutions to integrate new properties 
characterization
that may induce new rules in the trade–        
118
Conclusion
HVI cotton fiber measurements may be used to :
• Arrange laydowns to stabilize or control :
– mean values 
– variability around those mean values according to 
production means (from field to ginning mill), sampling 
procedures (from ginning to spinning mills) …
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Conclusion
HVI cotton fiber measurements may be used to :
• Predict the fiber behavior in the processing steps both 





HVI cotton fiber measurements may be used to :
• Control, 
• Check,
• And set spinning machineries   




HVI cotton fiber measurements may be used to :
• Breed new varieties depending on the improvements 
made in the transformation stages.
depending on commercialy recognised 
characterization
122
What Cirad does and recommends
1) A t lib ti t i di l l ppara us ca ra on o nsure a proper rea ng eve .
2) Check and set-up of procedures to warrant proper 
precision and accuracy levels.
3) Check of the results through a participation to          
periodical international round tests.
4) Check the precision in classing routine.
TO GET  
– Homogeneous results on the cotton market
123
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for your attention
